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THE NEW
ELSEVIER
BUILDING
By the time this second issue of ASPECTS reaches
your desk, nearly al1 ASP companies in
Amsterdam wil1 have moved t o the Jan van
Galenstraat.
The old building, which has been renovated, is
now occupied by Excerpta Medica (ground floor
and first floor), Elsevier Scientific Publishing
Company (second floor) and North Holland (third
floor). The ASP Biologica1 and Medica1 Press is
occupying part of the second floor in the old
building and part of the fourth floor in the new
building.

In the new building, we find floor by floor, the
following departments:
ground floor: main entrance and reception
desk: computer and staff;
first floor:
sales administration ASP (books
and journals);
second floor : sales promotion ASP and
production staff Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company;
third floor:
restaurant;
fourth, fifth and sixth floors: staff of al1
centralized Elsevier services;
seventh floor: Board of Management of the
Elsevier Holding;
eighth floor: library and smal1 auditorium for
special functions.
The completion of the new building has taken
four years. With the move of the last ASP
companies int0 the Jan van Galen premises the
last stage of integration has now been reached.
For those, who have never seen the Elsevier
Amsterdam sites, a survey of the various stages of
construction is given on the following pages.
The photographs are reproduced by kind
permission of H.C. Van Mier10

1 December 13, 1968. Driving in of the f irst of 160
piles which support the building on the weak Amsterdam soil. Each pile rests on a sand bed 20 meters
under the ground level.
2 Dismantling of the pile driving installation after the
last pile was in position on May 5th, 1969.

3 The concrete steel bars projecting from the newly
cast concrete foundations. (June 26th, 1969)

4 The basement is completed; the ground level has been
reached (September 30th, 1969); in the background
a view of the old building.

5 Preparationsare made for the first floor. In the centerleft is one of the fireproof compartments of which
there are two on each floor. (December 9th, 1969).
6 Nearly at level with the old building. (June 23rd.
1970)
7 Some of the outside wal1 elements have been fixed
to the concrete structure. The ground f loor has been
weatherproofed provisionally, because the computer
center wil1 move in soon. (February 17th, 1971)

8 The highest point has been reached; the national
flag is hoisted; the builders partake of their traditional
celebrations. (June 21st, 1971)
9 Except for the top floor al1 windows are fitted.
(March 16th, 1972)
10 & 11 Something ELS: the man-in-thestreetwill know
to whom this skyscraper may be attributed.

BBA
25 Years Old

On August 24th, at Over-Holland, a beautiful old
house by the River Vecht, the Silver Jubilee of
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta was celebrated in a
style befitting one of Elseviers largest and most
prestigious journals. The presence in Amsterdam
of many members of the Editorial Board of BBA
for the 8th FEBS Congress afforded an
opportunity t o hold a 25th Anniversary
celebration which could not be missed, and which
would never be repeated. From the RA1 building,
the guests were driven through the countryside t o
Over-Holland, where a short walk down the treelined avenue, escorted by torchbearers, led to the
18th century mansion house at the edge of the
river.
Among the guests welcomed by Mr. 0. ter Haar,
Managing Director of the Elsevier Publishing
Company were Nobel Prize Winners Sir Hans
Krebs and Professor F. Lynen;
Mrs. M.F.H. Westenbrink-van Efferen, wife of the
late Professor Westenbrink of Utrecht, the
founder of BBA; Mr. P. Bergmans, Managing
Director of Elsevier in 1947 when BBA was
founded; Professor E.C. Slater of Amsterdam, the
present Managing Editor of BBA, and Mrs. Slater.
In addition, members of the Editorial Board of
Biochimica et Biophysica Acta from 13 countries,
many accompanied by their wives; and Elsevier
personel connected with BBA were present.
Professor A.E. Braunstein of Moscow, a member
of the Editorial Board for al1 25 years of BBA's
existence and Mrs. Braunstein were particularly
welcome guests.
After aperitifs, the guests made their way to the
candlelit diningroom, where a magnificent meal
awaited. Mr. ter Haar, acting as Master of
Ceremonies, presided over the occasion with the
aid of a large cowbell. Mr. P. Bergmans began by
giving an interesting account of the early life and
struggles of BBA. In 1946, Professor
H.G.K. Westenbrink, then of Amsterdam, together
with Professor Cl. Fromageot of Lyons and

Professor E.C. Slater, Mrs M.E.H. Westenbrink-van
Efferen and Mr. P. Bergmans raise a toast to the BBA
Travelling Fund. On the left is Professor A.E. Braunstein,
an Editor of BBA for 25 years.

Fred Kaps, causing amusement and mystification among
his audience.

The guests leave Overholland by torchlight.

Professor K. LinderstrOm-Lang of Copenhagen,
ormed the driving force which, in cooperation
rith Elsevier brought about the publication of
Volume I issue I of BBA in January 1947. For the
first years, BBA remained smal1 and unprofitable
until, with the post-war increase in biochemical
research, the journal began t o expand at a rate
which has continued to the present day, when
BBA is the largest biochemical journal in the
world.

Professor Slater, the present Managing Editor
continued on the theme of the expansion of BBA
and calculated that in 1 0 0 years at the present
rate of growth, 5 issues of BBA would be
appearing every second, and that a dinner similai
t o that taking place would be attended by 100
million Editors. Of course, an Elsevier staff,
expanded to 5 million would easily cope with the
increase in work. These figures, although
meaningless in themselves, served to emphasize
just what had been achieved in 25 years by BBA,
due t o the foresight of the late Professor
Westenbrink in seeing the need for such a journal,
m d to Mr. Bergmans and Elsevier for making its
publication practicable. Professor Slater then went
on t o acknowledge gratefully the work dorie by
Xditors, the Editorial Secretariat and Elsevier
vithout which BBA could not c ~ n t i n u et o run. He
nded by thanking Elsevier for creating the BBA
kavel Fund of 25.000 guilders as an appropriate
nd generous gesture. This fund was to assist
cientists who could not otherwise afford to travel
,o international scientific meetings. Mr. Bergmans
then presented Professor Slater with the charter of
the Travelling Fund.

CRIME AT
ELSEVIER

ASPECTS could not even begin to inform you of
everything that goes on within the various ASP
companies. However, there is one gem of publicity
from Elsevier Sequoia S.A. in Lausanne, which
you should read:
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As the meal drew t o a close, Mr. ter Haar
announced that as a token of appreciation, each
editor would be presented with a facsimile copy
of the first world atlas, the "Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum" of Ortelius.
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The guests proceded to another room of the house
for coffee and liqueurs. There they were entertained by Fred Kaps, world champion conjuror,
who caused much amusement with his mystifying
card tricks. One scientist was heard t o remark how
valuable a man of his talents would be in a
laboratory.
Thus, in a merry and congenial atmosphere, the
party came to an end, and the guests made their
way in the moonlight along the torchlit drive of
Over-Holland, many of them eagerly looking
forward to the 50th Anniversary of BBA.
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Sorry. this ie incorrect.
as you don't knov about this new title. We m a n oubacribers to the
INmRNATIONAL JOURNhL 03 ?HE FORENSIC SCIENCES No. we don't nean
the JOIJRNAL OF TH3 FORENSIC SCIZNCBS, that's enother publicetion
which w e didn't knov abaut until we got int0 hot water with the
publiaher. bat that'a another story.

?o al1 subncribers to FORENSIC SCliiNCE

-

i e mean to address this connunication to subacribers vho hsve
ordered the JOGRNAL O? FOR3NSIC KEDICINE f m m South Africa hut
irere invoiced f o r t!ie INTERNATIONAL JOGRNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES
iron switeerland. althoueh it was orevioualv announced that this
periodical would'be publiihed by ~iseuierGbliahine Co. in
Amsterdam hut later changed t0 Elsevier Sequoia without notice.

Well. aa we hinted enrlier, the troubls we encountered with the
publishers of tbe JOLWAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES prouided us rith
en incentive to change our title to FORENSIC SCïENCE (without an
" s t o ~ 1 . a ~note).
~
So althoueh you hsve ordered the JOüRNAL OF
TORENSIC blEDICINS and uere invoiced f o r the IWTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
OF Tm FORENSIC SCIENCZS. jou uil1 actually receive issue8 of
?OREPISIC SCIENCE.
;f ïou don't receive any copies in 1972. plsase don't vrite to the
publishers of the JOüñNx'L OF FORENSIC I4ñDICIN2, or to the erpubliekere af this journol. or to Professor Shapira, or to
3LSWIER PUILISHING COMPAIIY in Aisterdan, hut addresa 'our
c~ln~nication.t0 "s.
f f Y O U have understood thio then olease ernlain it ta us becau-e we

dan't.

Dr. A.M. Grimwade
BBA-Secretari'at

Don't be upaet, af c o u r s e thio "Important Communication " waa
aent out. It is en outcry from the ELSA administrator, Gulan
Kes?iavjee, wo still seu the humor of a rnesay aituation in whi
A.sterdal
had placed hiv. What happened ???.

Ion't be upset, of course this "Important
:ommunication" was never sent out. It is an
lutcry from the ELSA administrator, Gulam
Leshavjee, who still saw the humor of a messy
ituation in which Amsterdam had placed him.
irhat happened???

In April 1971 Elsevier decided t o take over the
JOURNAL OF FORENSIC MEDICINE from
Dr. Schapiro, who had published and edited this
periodical privately from his office in
Johannesburg. At the time of the take-over it was
felt that the scope of the journal could successfully be extended beyond medica1 aspects and
therefore the new title INTERNATIONAL
JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES was
adopted. Of course the 600 subscribers needed to
be informed about this change of publisher, price
and title so an announcement was prepared and
mailed in the summer of 1971. Some reactions
should have warned us of later trouble, because
;ome of those who replied indicated that they
~lreadysubscribed t o this publication with a
mblisher in Minneapolis. We checked in Ulrich's
2eriodicals Directory and indeed found an obscure
journal with the title: JOURNAL OF FORENSIC
SCIENCES. We then looked again at our
announcement, noticed that the word
"International" had been left out, and in order t o
end the confusion (at least that's what we thought
at that time) we quickly decided t o use our last
set of old subscriber labels and sent a fresh
circular, with apologies and the correct title
information.
By now a reasonable number of our long-suffering
subscribers had told US that they were happy to
continue their subscription, so it was decided that
this journal would be an ideal start for Elsevier
Sequoia in Lausanne in the fields of biology and
medicine. Al1 records for promotion, orders,
payments and the beautiful new leaflets were
promptly turned over to ELSA, who now sent
details of the new situation to those subscribers
who had not replied t o the announcement from
Amsterdam. Also leaflets were sent out to
prospective subscribers. Now everything was
under control . . . . . but no . . . . .
In November events took a sudden turn. ELSA
received a registered letter from a lawyer in
New York, on behalf of STM (Society for Testing
Materials), threatening prosecution on the grounds
of copyright violation. Now we learnt that the
obscure journal with the title JOURNAL OF
FORENSIC SCIENCES had been taken over in

1972 by STM who strongly disapproved of our
use of the Same title for the new Lausanne
publication, and in their considered opinion the
addition of the word "International" in no way
rectified the matter. Faced with a lawsuit and
being in a decidedly weak position we hastily cast
about for a new title. Many alternatives were
considered but FORENSIC SCIENCE seemed the
most appropriate. To our surprise STM did not
object at all, so with adequate time before
publication of the first issue, the title was legally
defined.
The subscribers were certainly confused and
puzzled, but if there is one group, amongst the
many subscribers t o various ASP journals who are
used to solving the secret or obscure behaviour of
man, they are certainly the criminologists.
In spite of our near crimina1 conduct they have
faith in US. We have now over 850 subscribers and
hope t o reach the 1000 mark soon. The flood of
manuscripts of high quality with disgusting
photographs is so heavy that the editors are
planning to set stricter acceptation rules in order
to be able to publish al1 manuscripts in a
reasonable time.

part of Meulenhoff's combined stand. After a day
or two, one notices that even though everything is
so amatuerish it is essential to be represented.

TALES OF

The Book Fair is organised by the Council of
Ministers of the Peoples Republic of Bulgaria in
co-operation with Hemus, the only book
importing organisation in Bulgaria.

FRANKFURT
Every year again one has t o attend the Frankfurt
Book Fair at a considerable cost and every year
again one returns home tired and with the
question in mind whether it was worth our while.
From the editorial p
riew the Book Fair is
a must. Really al1 impulballb publishers from al1
over the world are present. By wandering around
alone one can harvest a lot of new ideas and an
insight into what is going on and what one's
colleagues are doing or trying to do. Not t o forget
the good contacts with our co-publishers. Al1
these important dealings are of the highest level.
The Stand Attendant is very often only aware of
this because of the numerous attachk cases
bloc:king the stand constantly.
om the sales point of view the Book Fair is
different. Of course one sees a lot of customers
during the Fair, one discusses questions, such as,
Standing Orders, Service, Terms and straightens
out misunderstandings. One even receives
occasional orders. During the evening one creates
a lot of goodwill by attending parties and inviting
people to dinner. And when one is back in the
office again trying to work out the scribbled notes
one silently notices the many customers and
friends who did not come to the Stand and again
one starts writing letters about questions one had
hoped to solve in a friendly talk.
Does the above tel1 you much about Frankfurt? I
doubt it. The best thing would be t o take you
along next year.
October 11th-16th 1973.

SOFIA
Five days after I returned from Frankfurt I had to
attend the Sofia International Book Fair.
There will never be a Book Fair with more
beautiful and tempting
and women than
- girls
Sofia.
The Fair is small, not very international and at a
first glance, of no importance at all. Especially as
ASP is not exhibiting under its own name but is

Bulgaria being a socialist country does not allow
individual importing by Booksellers as for instance
in Yugoslavia. Even though not many foreign
publishers were present - I noticed Karger, Huber,
Urban + S, Plenum and McGraw Hill - professors,
librarians and university teachers from al1 over the
country came to visit the Fair and to note down
orders. These customers know Elsevier, North
Holland and Excerpta Medica very wel1 but were
astonished to see t h e Book Exhibit amalgamated
as they had never heard about the merger. I spoke
with a lot of them and learned that everything
depends on Hemus and they have no influence at
al1 on what and how much is ordered. Standing
Orders are impossible. Approximately 90% of the
books imported annually are ordered by the
librarians during the Book Fair. Those publishers
who don't exhibit won't do much business.

No private person can buy imported books with
the exception of those published in other socialist
countries. Information about foreign books is
limited. People were quite astonished when I
offered to place them on our mailing list, and
several even refused to give their address.
As we do not know whether the centralised
distribution system of promotion material in
Bulgaria works properly and our mailing list might
show certain gaps, the Book Fair is the only way
to inform the important buyers about our new
publications and to do at least a little bit of
business.
Bulgaria is a country where one never gets a
straightforward answer even if you ask somebody
whether line 4 will bring you to a certain place
"Line 4? Yes, perhaps it might be possible,
perhaps". I therefore have the greatest respect for
the patience and understanding Mr. van Seggelen
of Meulenhoff still shows after five years of
dealing with Hemus.
During my discussions with their management I
only received one stereotype answer "our director
will take very good notice of your interesting
thoughts" and after I had the insolence of asking

for a "yes" or "non I was told - after a long
silence - that they wil1 write t o US - perhaps.

This al1 makes doing business rather tiresome and
after three days one starts wondering whether one
perhaps is getting too old for this kind of business.
So one is quite happy if Bulgarian Balkan Airlines
(BBA) at least manage, after a first fruitless
attempt, to bring you airborne safely t o your next
destination - perhaps.
P. STRAUB

ASP
grandchildren
In the first issue of ASPECTS the organizational
structure of ASP and its publishing companies was
given. At that time, in order not t o complicate
and disturb your insight into this rather
formidable scheme, the two granddaughter
companies, one a daughter company of Elsevier
and the other of North-Holland, were not
mentioned.
We would now like to take this opportunity t o
introduce t o you these noble and promising ASP
granddaughters.

i

Elsevier
Editorial Service, Ltd.
in London
This small company was set up-by Elsevier in
1970 in order t o provide editorial assistance for
the Amsterdam company. It was not always
convenient to move the qualified collaborators
needed for the editorial work t o Amsterdam. In
addition, there were a number of freelancers
working in Great Britain, with whom contacts

would be easier if a London office was available.
The staff has intentionally remained small,
although, since the merger with North-Holland
and Excerpta Medica, the acquisition editor
Mr. Brown and Elsevier Editorial Services als
share the Excerpta Medica office in Chandos I

Northprint
in Amsterdam
When North-Holland started to publish Letter
journals it was quickly realized that for the
venture t o become a success, production time
would have to be kept to an absolute minimum.
This could only be achieved by having the typesetting done in the house. With this in mind,
Mr. J.F. Krips, son of a printer, saw the
possibilities that could be realized by using IBM
executive typewriters. Starting on a small scale
and progressing through numerous stages, this
undertaking has resulted in the establishment of
Northprint, which in 1972 produced 65,000 pages
of sophisticated camera ready copy and is
planning some 100,000 pages for 1973. IBM
composers which can produce adjusted margins
are now used almpst exclusively. The optimum
efficiency, in boEh production and company size,
has now been reached. Consequently, Mr. J.H. van
der Velden (assistant of Mr. Krips), has recently
started a similar typesetting unit situated in
Meppel, where the printer, Krips Repro (started
by Krips Sr., now belonging to the Elsevier Group
of Graphic Industries) is located and where the
majority of the Letter journals are now printed.

Recent Appointments and Changes

rican Elsevier has announced the appointt of Mr. Blake Vance as Assistant t o the

X

Mr. Louk Bergmans has been appointed DirecteurGenera1 of Elsevier Sequoia S.A. in Lausanne
effective from 1st January, 1973. His special
talents wil1 be channelled towards the launching
of a publishing program completely independent
from Elsevier Amsterdam. Mr. H. Georgi, as

President. In this newly created position,
Mr. Vance will be working on a wide range of
assignments. At present, he is reviewing the
operations of American Elsevier's journals.
Before joining American Elsevier, Mr. Vance
was a science editor in the college textbook
division of Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. In
this position, he published books in mathematics,
physics, engineering, and geology and launched
new programs in astronomy and computer science, as wel1 as a series of 20 computer-generated films in calculus. When asked how he
became interested in scientific publishing,
Mr. Vance replied, "On one hand my interest
in science was generated a t an early age by the
long conversations I had with my uncle about
his medica1 practice, and on the other hand I
was exposed t o the commercial world through
a variety of retail businesses that existed on both
sides of my family".
Born on a farm in Southern Ontario, Mr. Vance
moved to the nearby town of Sarnia where he
completed most of his early schooling. After
graduating from high school, he attended the
University of Western Ontario. Mr. Vance is
married and has 2 daughters, aged 14 and 11.
In addition to his strong interest in music, the
theatre, and wood carviGg, he skis a great deal
in the winter and complements this activity
with sailing and tennis in the summer,

directeur, will continue to promote and sell the
ELSA products.
Louk Bergmans began his career with Elsevier
Scientific Publishing Company in 1958 and was
initially involved in advertising, promotion and
sales. This was followed by a period of time spent
as editor of the multi-lingua1dictionary section
which was in turn followed by a return to the
sales department. After the merger with NorthHolland he took charge of promotion and sales in
the Jownal Division. His most recent appointment
as secretary to the ASP Board of Management has
kept him fully occupied while the processing of
his work permit for Switzerland has been carried
out.

I l y an exbiibition o f works o f art p r o d iiced b y employees is held at t h e Elsevier
party.
A
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shown here coulo r i u L , art~sticallyspeaking, be compared w i t h
nany o f t h e paintings exhibited during t h e event, t h e editor o f Aspects was nevertheless
ascinated b y t h e subject and t h e approach t o it.
ideedless t o say, t h e artist works i n t h e accounts department.
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